
Modes of operation

NORMAL SCALE MODE
ESPRESSO MODE
FILTER MODE
STOPWATCH

The Little Guy Professional Smart Coffee Scale
is a precision instrument designed for coffee
enthusiasts and professionals alike.

Boasting an impressive accuracy of 0.1 grams,
it can measure weights ranging from 0.1 grams
up to 3 kilograms, making it versatile for
various brewing methods. With a lightning-fast
response time of just 20 milliseconds, this
scale ensures that you can make precise
adjustments in real-time.

The large display is easy to read, and the
battery life extends up to 12 hours for
prolonged use.

Crafted from premium materials, it also
includes a heat-resistant silicone pad to
protect the unit when placing a group handle
on it, ensuring durability and longevity.
Whether you are a barista or a home brewer,
this smart scale will elevate your coffee-
making experience.
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Designed for coffee enthusiasts and professionals alike

Specifications

GEN 2 model LG-30A
Capacity - 0.1g - 3000g
AccuracyReadability  - 0.1g
Material - ABS silicone
Stopwatch
Power - 1200 mAH rechargeable battery
Up to 12-hour operation
Auto standby after 3 minutes
USB type-C connector
Approximate weight - 442g
Scale size - 160x155x26 mm
Available in two colours - Black and White

Modes of operation

NORMAL SCALE MODE
ESPRESSO MODE will automatically tare the scale, start the timer when the espresso shot
is detected on the scale and stop the timer when the scale detects that the espresso shot
has stopped. 
FILTER MODE will automatically start the timer when coffee begins dripping and stop
when you remove the jug. 
STOPWATCH

What's Included

Digital Scale
Operations manual
Charging cable
Heat-resistant pad
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